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SHELLYKAGAN

Causation, Liability,
and Internalism

Almost all of us believe that it matterswho caused the damage: all things
being equal, the person who did it should pay for it. If C harms A, then
A has a claim against C for compensation;and C is liable because of the
fact that he caused the harm.' This much seems clear. What is not at
all clear is why causality should matter in this way. This is the sort of
issue that is typically neglected by contemporarymoral philosophers:
secure in their intuitive judgments, they do not search for a theoretical
explanation.Yet such neglect seems unjustified, for without a plausible
account our confidence in this view is probablyunwarranted;at the very
least, our understandingof ethics will remain inadequate.
One of the most attractivefeatures of Judith Jarvis Thomson's fascinating and suggestive article, "Remarkson Causation and Liability,"is
her insistence on the need for an explanation of why causality matters
for liability.2Furthermore,Thomson herself goes on to suggest such an
explanation. Unfortunately, however, her comments on this issue are
somewhat obscure, in part because they are concentrated into a few
difficultpages. What I want to do, therefore,is to reconstructThomson's
argument, and see whether she has providedthe necessary account.
I

Why does causality matter for liability?Thomson takes the key to the
answer to lie
i. On most views, causalityis only necessary for liability,not sufficient. See footnote6.
Philosophy& PublicAffairs 13, no. 2 (Spring I984): 101-133. All page references in
the text are to this article.Thomsonalso discusses a goodmany otherrelatedissues in her
paper.
2.
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in the value we place on freedomof action, by which I mean to include
freedom to plan on action in the future, for such ends as one chooses
for oneself. We take it that people are entitled to a certain 'moralspace'
in which to assess possible ends, make choices, and then work for the
means to reach those ends (p. io8).
Presumablywhat this means is that a person should be morallyfree to
dispose of his time and resources as he sees fit-unless there is a sufficiently strong reason for morality to require him to act in a particular
way. Thomson does not explicitly note this qualification,but surely it
must be added. For all those who deny egoism must admit that some
limitations on a person's freedom of action are legitimate. Nonetheless,
it should be clear that the value of freedom of action does rule out limitations on that freedom that cannot be adequatelysupported.Thomson
is going to suggest, then, that the importanceof freedomof actionexplains
why liabilityshould be limited to those who cause harm.
Very well, suppose that A has been harmed, and he requires a certain
amount of compensation in order to be returned to the level he was at
previous to being harmed. From whom is A entitled to seek compensation? Who should pay for the damages?3Intuitively,of course, we believe
that the one(s) who caused the harm should be liable. But how does
freedom of action explain this?
Thomson begins by claiming that, at the very least, freedom of action
rules out the possibility that a randomly selected individual can legitimately be held liable. That is, even though A has been harmed, he is not
entitled to seek compensationfroma person,X, chosen at random.Thomson's argument here is difficult to understand, however, so I want to
quote from her at some length. (I have numbered her sentences to aid
discussion.) A has been harmed, and wants to be brought back to his
previous level of well-being:
(i) But the freedom of action of other people lends weight to the following: (ii) If A wants the world changed in that (or any other) way,
then-other things being equal-A has to pay the costs, in money,
time, energy, whatever is needed, unless he can get the voluntary
that there need not actuallybe a moral requirement
3. Thomson claims (pp. I05-I06)
that the person who is liablepay the damageshimself. Thatis, it may be morallyacceptable
for a third party to pay them for him. I want to leave this point aside, however, and for
simplicityof exposition I will write as though damages should be paid by the one who is
liable.
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agreement of those others to contributeto those costs. (iii) Again, A's
wanting the world changed in that (or any other) way is not by itself
a reason to think he may call on another person to supply him with
what he needs to change it. (iv) It follows that A is not entitled to call
on a person unless that person has a feature other than just that of
being a person, which marks his pockets as open to A. (v) A cannot,
then, choose a person X at random, and call on X to pay the costson pain of infringing X's freedom of action (p. IO9).
Now the desired conclusion, of course, is expressed in (v); and as far as
I can see, (iv) is intended simplyas anotherway of stating the conclusion.
If A cannot seek compensation from a person chosen at random, then
he may only seek compensationfrom someone who is appropriatelydistinguished in some way-that is, someone with some particularfeature
by virtue of which he is legitimately held liable. Presumably the mere
fact that X is able to pay and has been randomlyselected is not a feature
of the appropriatesort. Does Thomson's argument establish her conclusion?
Issues of fairness may cloud our assessment of the argument itself.
After all, why should X be singled out for liability?His situation is not
relevantlydifferentfromthat of countless others.It seems to me a possible
reply that if X was genuinely selected randomly,this somewhatmitigates
the charge of unfairness. Matterswould be quite different were he deliberatelychosen, for example, because of his race. (Matterswould also
be different if, through bad luck, the random process regularly chose
him.) But it might still be thought unfair that X should be liable for all
of the damages, rather than merely a portionof them. Why shouldn't all
n of the people able to providepartialcompensationeach be held liable
for i/n of the damages?4It does seem to me that such an arrangement
would be more fair; and this provides an objection against selecting a
single randomindividual. So let us ask, instead, whether A is entitled to
seek partial compensation from each X that could contribute. I take it
that Thomson's conclusion is meant to rule out this possibility as well.
Unless some particularfeature marks X's pockets as open to A, A is not
entitled to seek compensationfromX-presumably not even partialcompensation.
4. Collectingfromall of these peoplemight be an unfairburdento place upon A. Perhaps
this could be solvedby having the govemment-acting as the agent of the public-provide
the compensationout of tax revenues.
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Now as both (v) and (i) make clear, Thomson thinks that the importance of freedomof action supportsthis conclusion. But how exactly does
it do this? The answer presumablylies in (ii) and (iii): freedom of action
apparentlysupportsthese two claims, and they in turn yield the conclusion. However, since Thomson does not explicitly provide the intermediate connections, we must try to do that for her.
Obviouslyenough, if A is entitled to seek compensationfrom X, then
X's freedom of action is more limited than it would otherwise be. Any
moral claim against X at least partiallyrestricts X's freedom of action
(putting limits on how X may act or dispose of his resources). But, of
course, the value of freedomof action does not justify a blanketrejection
of purportedclaims against X. As I noted above, restrictionson freedom
of action arejustified if there are sufficientlysignificantreasons for them.
So the question is this: is the fact that A has been harmed a sufficient
reason for restricting X's freedom of action by making him liable for
(partially)compensating A?
Both (ii) and (iii) answer this question in the negative. Taken on their
own, all that they explicitly say is that the mere fact that A has been
harmed and wants to be compensated does not entitle him to seek compensation from X. This is little more than a reassertionof the conclusion.
But in context, given the suggestion in (i) that the view expressed by (ii)
and (iii) is supportedby freedom of action, I take it that there is a tacit
appeal to the judgment that the mere fact that A is in need of compensation is not sufficiently significant to limit X's freedom of action.
If we grant Thomson's tacit judgment, her conclusion surely follows.
For if A's need for compensation (and X's ability to pay) is not by itself
a significant enough reason to limit X's freedom of action by making X
liable to A, then someone will be liable (if anyone at all is) only under
conditions that are more restrictivethan these. That is, a person will be
liable only if some particular(yet to be specified)featuremarkshis pockets
as open.
But why should we grant Thomson's tacit judgment? We should start
by noting that-although I am sure it is unintentional-Thomson may
get some illegitimate intuitive mileage from the way she states (ii) and
(iii). In speaking of A's desire to be returnedto the level of well-being he
had previousto being harmed,Thomson writes of "A'swanting the world
changed in that (or any other) way." The implicit suggestion is that in
evaluating the judgments made by (ii) and (iii) it is irrelevantwhat desire
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we ascribe to A. This may tempt the unwary reader into thinking that
the question at issue is whether the mere fact that A desires something
or the other (it doesn'tmatterwhat) is a reason to believe that A is entitled
to seek the means of satisfying that desire from X. But this would be a
mistake. In the issue at hand, X's freedomof actionis not being restricted
to satisfy any old whim of A's, but rather something more important:the
desire for compensation for having been harmed.
Indeed, it might be suggested that A's desire for compensation is,
strictly speaking, irrelevant.A's entitlement to compensation(should he
desire it) has nothing to do with whether or not he actually wants to be
compensated. Thus, the question is simply whether A's having been
harmed provides a significant enough reason to justify restricting X's
freedom of action by entitling A to seek partial compensation from X.
Thomson's tacit judgment is that A's injury does not provide sufficient
reason to make X liable.
Of course, even if we are clear about the precise nature of Thomson's
tacit judgment, we may very well still find it intuitively acceptable. But
Thomson promised to go beyond intuitive judgments-to offer a theoretical explanationthat wouldjustify the intuitions. Unfortunately,nothing in the argument we are considering offers such a theoreticaljustification. In effect, Thomson is saying that if we think about it we shall
agree that the mere fact that A needs compensationis not enough reason
to require X to help provideit. And perhaps she is right. But why isn't
it a sufficient reason?
What we would like to have is a theoreticalaccount explaining which
considerations are significant enough to justify restricting freedom of
action, which ones are not, and why. Little or no explanatoryprogress
has been made if we merely replace our originalintuition-that A is not
entitled to seek compensationfrom X-with the new intuition-that A's
need for compensation is not importantenough to restrict X's freedom
of action by making him liable. As Thomson herself says in another
context, our "question has not been answered: we have merely been
offered new language in which to ask it" (p. io8).
It is worth noting that Thomson goes on to offer an argument for the
specific claim that causalityis necessary for liability.(That argumentwill
be examined beginning in Section III.) So far as I can see, however, that
later argument does not presuppose the conclusion of the present argument. If it succeeds, therefore, it makes the present argument un-
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necessary, for the conclusion will triviallyfollow:if causalityis necessary
for liability,A is not entitled to seek compensationfrom someone unless
that person has a particularfeature-namely, that he helped cause the
harm. If I am right that the present argumentis little more than an appeal
to intuition, it may be just as well if Thomson can do without it.

II
Even if we grant the conclusion of the argument discussed in the last
section, Thomson has obviouslynot yet defended the view that causality
matters for liability.She has only shown that someone can be liable only
if he has some particularfeature("otherthanjust that of being a person");
she has not yet told us what that featureis. It might turn out that having
caused the harm is a necessary feature for liability(as Thomson will go
on to argue), but it might not turn out that way: other features might be
sufficient for liabilityas well (or instead).
Thomson brieflyconsiders the suggestion that although A may not be
entitled to seek compensation from X (the random, average person), A
may be entitled to seek it from someone who is rich. She attempts to
sidestep this issue, admittingthat "freedomof actionis not the only thing
we value, but I want to bring out its bearing on the question in hand"
(p. IO9). This remark is rather puzzling. Why doesn't wealth deserve
greater attention?
ApparentlyThomson sees the issue this way: Freedom of action supports limiting liability to those individuals with certain features. Since
freedom of action is not all that we value, however, there may be overriding external considerationsthat favor widening the circle of liability.
But it is obvious that from an internal perspective, at least-that is, one
limited to considerationof what is supportedby freedomof action itselfthere is no support for the position that greater wealth is a ground for
liability.
Now it must be readilyadmittedthat there is a sense in which freedom
of action opposes grounding liability in wealth. After all, such liability
restricts one's freedom. But in this sense, it seems that freedomof action
opposes liabilityon any groundswhatsoever(indeed it opposes any moral
requirements at all). All along, the question has simply been whether a
given reason is significant enough to justify a particularrestriction on
an agent's freedom of action. In a sense, it seems that most such reasons
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will have to be external-that is, external to freedom of action per se.
But such externality is irrelevant to the question of whether the given
reason is important enough to justify limiting freedom of action-and
this is the only question at issue. So Thomson has no justification for
putting aside the possibilitythat A may be entitled to seek compensation
from someone by virtue of that person's greaterwealth.
Perhaps Thomson had something like the followingin mind: Internal
to freedom of action itself is a justificationfor there being certain restrictions placed upon it. (For example,it is sometimessuggested that freedom
of action itself supportsa restrictionon one's freedom to sell oneself into
slavery.) Given the nature of the value of freedom of action, limitations
on certain grounds have a direct and internal justification; other limitations may be justified as well, but these will be justified in terms of
something other than freedom of action. And perhaps Thomson thinks
that causation will be such an internallyjustifiable ground, and that it
is intuitively obvious that wealth cannot be.
But all of this is mere speculationon my part.As Thomson'sdiscussion
stands, I cannot see why greater wealth should not be a legitimate,
ground-levelcandidate as one of the features on which liabilitymay be
based. It is certainly possible, of course, that wealth does not, in fact,
providea basis for liability.But from the theoreticalstandpoint,I see no
reason why the list of potential contenders for grounding liability-the
list of features that need to be examined and evaluated-should not include wealth as well as causation.
Once again, it must be noted that if Thomson'slater argument for the
specific claim that causality is necessary for liability succeeds, then it
makes the discussion of this section moot. For, triviallyenough, if having
caused the harm is a necessary conditionfor being liable, then the mere
fact that someone is rich cannot itself be sufficient grounds. It is time to
examine that argument.
III

Thomson's argument that causality is necessary for liability begins by
asking us to consider and evaluate cases of this sort:
(i) A caused A's injury, freely, wittingly, for purposes of his own; and
no one other than A caused it, or even causally contributed to it (p.

I Io).
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In cases of this kind, asserts Thomson, even if A later decides that he
would like to return to his previouslevel of well-being, he is not entitled
to demand the necessary funds fromanother,say, B. This judgment about
cases of type (i) is totallyindependent of what we imagine about B: "B
may be vicious or virtuous, fat or thin, tall or short; none of this gives A
a right to call on B's assets" (p. i io). Indeed, even if B was acting
negligently towardA, given that A's injury satisfies (i), B is not liable for
the costs of it.
We will eventually need to examine this general judgment carefully,
but first let us consider the rest of Thomson's argument. Assuming that
the judgment about cases of type (i) is correct, what follows?
Let us suppose that A is injured, and that B did not cause the injury,
indeed, that he in no way causally contributed to A's injury. Then
whatever did in fact cause A's injury-whether it was A himself who
caused his injury, or whether his injury was due entirely to natural
causes, or whether C or D caused it-there is nothing true of B which
rules out that A's injury had the historydescribedin (i), and therefore
nothing true of B which rules out that A should bear his own costs.
Everythingtrue of B is compatiblewith its being the case that A's costs
should lie where they fell. So there is no feature of B which marks his
pockets as open to A-A is no more entitled to call on B than he is
entitled to call on any person X chosen at random (pp. II o-I I ).
If this is right, then Thomson has succeeded in showing that causality
is necessary for liability:for if by startingwith the assumptionthat B did
not causally contribute to A's injury we can conclude that B is not liable
for the costs of A's injury, then it follows that someone could be liable
only if he did causally contribute. Once again, however, the argument
in the passage quoted is a difficult one to understand. One premise, it
seems to me, may be stated somewhat imprecisely; and another premise-a crucial one-seems to be missing altogether. But Thomson's argument is a powerful one for all that, and it merits careful analysis.
As I understand it, the argument as stated comes to this: (i) If B did
not causally contributeto A's injury, then "everythingtrue of B"is compatible with A's injury being of type (i). (ii) Given our generaljudgment
about cases of type (i), however, this means that everything true of B is
compatiblewith its being the case that A is not entitled to seek compensation from B. That is, the facts aboutB are compatiblewith B's not being
liable. (iii) Therefore, B is not liable.
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Formulatedin this way, the most pressing problem is the transition
from (ii) to (iii): the argument appears to move illegitimately from the
modest assertion that nonliabilityis possible, to the bold assertion that
nonliability actually obtains. If this is not simply a non sequitur, and I
do not believe that it is, then something must bridge the gap. But what?
At first glance, especially in my formulationof the argument, it looks
as though Thomson may be tradingon an equivocationin the use of such
expressions as "everythingtrue of B," or "the facts about B," and so on.
For such expressions may be taken either narrowly,including reference
only to nonevaluative(descriptive,naturalistic)features, or more broadly,
including reference to evaluative (normative,moral) features as well as
nonevaluativeones. The transitionfrom (ii) to (iii) is easy if we take the
broadreading:forif all the facts aboutB-including the evaluativeonesare compatible with B's nonliability,then liabilitycannot be among the
facts about B, and so B is not liable. However, (ii) is derived from (i),
and (i) is question begging if we take the broadreading: since, by hypothesis, B is not liable in cases of type (i), to assume that the facts about
B-including the evaluative ones-are compatible with the situation's
being of type (i) is alreadyto assume that B is not liable. Thus (i) should
not be granted unless we take the narrow reading. Yet if we maintain
this reading throughout,the transitionfrom (ii) to (iii) remains problematic. This prompts the thought that the argument relies on an equivocation between the narrow and the broadreadings.
I do not believe, however, that Thomson'sargument actuallydoes rely
on such an equivocation. Presumablyit is the narrow reading that is
intended throughout the argument, and thus the transitionfrom (ii) to
(iii) is still in need of explanation.I suspect that Thomson would justify
the transitionthrough the use of an assumptionthat, unfortunately,she
has not explicitly stated. Before we can supply this premise for her,
however, some further discussion of (i) is necessary.
Even if we restrict our attention to nonevaluativefacts, it is not clear
that (i) is correct. Suppose that B did not cause A's injury, but C did. Is
it the case, as Thomson puts it, that "thereis nothing true of B which
rules out that A's injury had the history described in (i)"? Admittedly,
the fact that B did not cause A's injury is compatible with A's injury
being of type (i). By way of contrast, it can be noted that the fact that
C did cause the injury is not compatiblewith a history of type (i). But
isn't it true of B that he lives in a worldwhere C caused the injury? And
this fact about B is clearly incompatiblewith the situation being of type
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(i).
Thus, it might be argued, it simply isn't true that so long as B did
not causally contribute to the injury, everything about B is compatible
with its being the case that the situation is of type (i).
This objection could be met by denying that the fact that B lives in a
world where C caused the injury is a fact about B-that is, denying that
this is something true of B. There may well be something to this metaphysical reply, but I do not think we need to discuss it here. For even if
facts of this sort can legitimately be called facts about B, I doubt that
Thomson meant to be claiming anything about such facts at all. She
clearly had in mind a somewhat more limited set of facts when she
claimed that nothing true of B ruled out the situation'sbeing of type (i).
At worst, then, we need to stipulativelyrestrict the scope of the expressions "factsabout,""trueof,"and so on, yet again, so that they will exclude
facts of the problematickind. But how exactly is this to be done?
It won't do to understand the argument as referringonly to intrinsic
facts about B-ruling out relationalfacts. For it is clear that the scope of
the expression "facts about B," and so on, is intended to include some
relationalfacts as well. It is true that the fact that B lives in a worldwhere
C caused the injury is merely a relationalfact about B, and we want to
disregard this fact. But suppose it had been B that caused A's injury.
This too would be a relationalfact about B, and yet we would not want
to disregardfacts of this sort: it seems to be the right kind for inclusion
as a fact about B. Thus the proposedrestrictionis too severe.
Ratherthan suggesting an alternativeaccount of the desiredrestriction
(something which, at any rate, I am unable to provide),I proposemerely
to label it. Facts about the fellow inhabitants of the world in which B
lives seem too remote and external to be counted as facts about B in the
relevant sense. On the other hand, facts about B's previous acts, or his
motives (or his race, favoritefoods,and so on) do seem sufficientlyinternal
to count. Let us thereforecall these external and internal facts, respectively.5
Once we understandthe argument as referringto internal facts, (i) is
more plausible. It is still not a trivialclaim, of course: it relies on what
we might grandioselycall a metaphysicaljudgment about the compatibility of states of affairs.But this judgment seems a plausibleone to grant
Thomson: if B did not causally contributeto A's injury then the internal

5. As should be clear, I am now using "intemaVexternal"
in a differentsense than that
of Section II. My use also differsfrom Thomson'suse of these terms on pp. 128-32.
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facts about B do seem to be compatiblewith that injury having a history
of type (i). And so, given (i), we can conclude with (ii) that the internal
facts about B are compatiblewith its being the case that B is not liable.
But it is still not obvious how this enables us to move to the categorical
assertion in (iii) that B is not liable.
I think we can make progress by considering the position of one who
denies (iii). He holds that it is compatiblewith what we have been told
about B, that B is liable. (B may not actuallybe liable, but nothing in the
argument rules it out.) Thus one who denies (iii) but still accepts (ii)
holds that all of the internal facts about B are compatible both with
situationsin which B is liable, and with situationsin which B is not liable.
But what would explain this difference in B's liabilityfrom the one kind
of situation to the other? Obviouslynot a difference in the internal facts
aboutB, for these stay the same: we are consideringalternativesituations
compatiblewith the actual internal facts concerning B. Thus the difference in B's liabilitywould have to arise from a difference in some of the
external facts.
But Thomson may think such a position unreasonable.I suspect that
Thomson believes that B's liability or nonliabilitymust be determined
solely by the internal facts about B. External facts have too little to do
with B himself forit to be reasonablefor them to playa role in determining
B's liability.Thus the missing premise from Thomson's argument is
Internalism:A person'sliabilitydepends only upon internalfacts about
that person.
If internalism is true, and (ii) is correct, then (iii) must follow: if the
internal facts about B are compatible with B's being nonliable, thenobviously enough-those facts are not themselves sufficient to ground
B's liability;but since liabilityis based only upon internal facts, B must
not, in fact, be liable.
Ultimately, then, Thomson's argument has three basic premises, and
its structure seems to be the following: If B did not causally contribute
to A's injury, then (given the metaphysicaljudgment) the internal facts
about B are compatible with the injury being of type (i). This means
(given the general judgment about cases of that type) that the internal
facts about B are compatiblewith B's nonliability.Thus (given internalism) B cannot be liable. Therefore,causality is necessary for liability.
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Before endorsing Thomson's argument, of course, we need to reexamine the basic premises, and see whether they should be accepted. But
a preliminaryobservationmay be in order. If her argument is sound,
Thomson has succeeded in proving that causality matters for liability-and this is certainly a significant improvementover the mere appeal to
intuition. But has she also met her goal of explaining why causality
matters? This is less clear. We have the outline of an explanation, to be
sure: causality is necessary for liability, because if someone has not
causally contributed to harm, the internal facts about him are not sufficient to ground liability, for they cannot rule out a scenario in which
he is nonliable. This is rather thin as an explanation, however, unless
we also have an account of why liabilitymust be groundedsolely in the
internal facts, and why others are not liable in cases of type (i). Thus
we have all the more reason to examine the basic premises of Thomson's
argument.
IV

It is interesting to note that in my reconstructionof Thomson'sargument,
the notion of freedom of action has so far played no role-despite Thomson's assertions that it provides the key to understandingwhy causality
matters for liability. Where it does enter the argument, according to
Thomson, is as an explanationfor the general judgment about cases of
type (i). So let us begin with this judgment.
Recall the details of Thomson's general characterizationof the cases
in question:
(i) A caused A's injury, freely, wittingly, for purposes of his own; and
no one other than A caused it, or even causally contributed to it (p.

I IO).

Thomson's claim is that, even if A later wants to undo the damage, given
that we have a case of type (i)
B's freedom of action protects him against A: A is not entitled to call
on B's assets for the purpose-A is not entitled to disrupt B's planning
to reverse an outcome wholly of his own planning which he now finds
unsatisfactory(p. i io).
Intuitively, we may well agree with Thomson that A is not entitled to
seek "compensation"from B. But how does an appeal to B's freedom of
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action do anything to explain this? As always,if B were liable, this would
be a restrictionon his freedomof action, and thus could be justified only
for a sufficient reason. Obviouslyenough, Thomson thinks that such a
restrictionis not justified. But what is the explanationfor this judgment?
One might think that if the argument discussed in Section I had been
successful it would have providedthe necessary explanation.For if A is
not entitled to seek compensation from a random individual, then-it
seems-he is not entitled to seek it from B in the case at hand. But this
is a mistake. For the conclusion of that argumentwas merely that someone could be liable only if he had some (yet to be identified) particular
feature. For all that that argument showed, greater wealth, or having
acted negligently, and so on, might be among the requisite features. And
nothing in the case at hand rules out the possibility that B has one or
anotherof these potentiallyrelevantfeatures. Since Thomsonis after the
general judgment that B is not liable, no matter what features B hasprovidedthat we have a case of type (i)-nothing in the earlierargument
will be of any use to her.
Presumably,then, Thomsonthinks that thereis somethingin particular
about cases of type (i) that rules out B's liability.If we could identify the
relevant feature of these cases, then no doubt we could say that-given
that feature-making B liable would unjustifiablyrestricthis freedom of
action. But Thomson's appeal to freedom of action does nothing to help
us see what the relevant feature is; and it thus does nothing to explain
the general judgment about cases of type (i).
One might try to provideThomsonwith the missing account-isolating
the relevant features of cases of type (i), and justifying the claim that
those features rule out B's liability.But I will not attempt to offer such
an account here. For it is puzzling why Thomson felt the need to bring
in anything as complicatedas cases of type (i) in the firstplace. Consider
a much simpler type of case:
(0) A is not injured at all.
It seems obvious that B cannot be liable in cases of this type, for A is not
in need of compensation at all. As we shall see, even this general judgment can be challenged, but surely anyone who accepts the judgment
about cases of type (i) wifl accept the general judgment about cases of
type (0). If this is so, Thomson could have argued as follows: even if A
has in fact been injured, providedthat B did not causally contribute to
the injury, all of the internal facts about B are compatible with the
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situation being of type (0) in which B is not liable. Thus (given internalism) B is, in fact, not liable.
If Thomson's originalargumentis sound then, so far as I can see, this
second version must be sound as well. Note that although the argument
still relies on a general judgment about cases of a certain type, as well a
a metaphysicaljudgment about compatibility,these two premises here
seem to verge on the trivial. This suggests that the real work of the
argument is being done by the assumptionof internalism. Let us, therefore, turn to this central premise.
V
Internalism is the view that a person's liability must depend solely on
internal facts about that person. Since Thomson did not even state this
basic premise of her argument, we can only conjecture as to what her
reasons would be for accepting it. Perhaps Thomson finds internalism
intuitively evident, and this helps to explain why she did not recognize
the need to state and defend it. For it is, I think, an intuitively attractive
view. Indeed, many will want to give internalisma far broaderscope than
I have given it.
I have merely ascribedto Thomson the view that liability must depend
on internal facts. But some, I think, would hold that the same is true for
all moral requirements altogether.And others might hold that the basic
rights that a person has must also depend solely upon internalfacts about
that person. Such internalistictheses, I believe, can go a long way toward
explaining many common intuitions about morality;and they deserve
careful examination. But here we can limit ourselves to the question of
what justification there might be for accepting internalism with regard
to liability.
As I have noted, such internalismseems to find supportin the intuition
that a person'sliabilitymust be groundedin facts sufficiently connected
to the person himself. Afterall, we might wonder,how can an obligation
for a given individual to pay compensation get a "grip"on that person,
unless the relevantfacts aboutthe person himself allowit to get a "hold"?
This is, for many, a powerfulintuition. But until we are told how to cash
out the metaphors, the intuition seems too vague to be by itself an adequate defense of internalism.
Interestinglyenough, freedom of action again appearsto offer the key
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to a possible account. If B's liabilitycould turn on facts beyondhis control,
then his "moral space" would be in constant danger of shrinking or
disappearing. Thus, it might be thought, freedom of action supports
grounding liabilityonly in facts over which the given individualhas had
the opportunityto exercise some control.
As it happens, not even all internal facts about B will satisfy this test
(consider, for example, race). But this will not hurt Thomson'sargument.
Internalismmerely claims that liabilityis determinedsolely on the basis
of internal facts. Freedom of action may support an even bolder assertion-that liabilityis determinedsolely on the basis of internal facts over
which B has had some control. But if the bolder assertion is true, then
internalism is true as well. And that is all that Thomson needs for her
argument.
Unfortunately,freedomof action does not actuallysupportinternalism
at all. For internalism claims that liability is determined solely on the
basis of internal facts. At best, freedomof action supportsthe conclusion
that among the conditions necessary for groundingliability, some must
be under the given individual'scontrol.Providedthat this is so, however,
there is no reason why there should not be additional conditions necessary for liability,and among these might be the obtaining of external
facts over which the individualhas no control.
The same problem arises, I think, even for the vague intuition that
there must be some fact about the individual by virtue of which an
obligation to pay compensation is able to get a "hold."At best, this intuition supportsthe view that internalfacts must be among the necessary
conditions for groundingliability.It does not supportthe claim of internalism that liabilitymust depend on the internal facts alone.
Could Thomson's argument work if she retreatedto the more modest
claim that internal facts must be among the necessary grounds for liability? I do not think so. Thomson's argument turns on the claim that if
B did not causally contributeto the injury, then the internal facts about
B are compatiblewith a scenario in which B is not liable. But by itself,
this only shows that the internal facts coupled with one possible set of
external facts yield nonliability.Unless we think that the internal facts
are the only ones relevant for liability,we will have no reason to rule out
the possibilitythat the internalfacts yield B's liabilitywhen coupled with
the external facts that actually obtain.
Thus Thomson does need internalism for her argument to succeed,
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yet I can see no obvious way to defend it. This does not, of course, prove
that internalismis false. But it does leave a significant gap in Thomson's
argument.
If it could be shown that internalism is false, that would deal a fatal
blow to the argument. However,I do not think that such a demonstration
can be easily provided.Internalism,to be sure, faces serious problems.
But it is far from clear to what extent it can meet them.
For example, it seems plausible to hold that B's liabilitymay turn in
parton whether or not A gave his permissionto be injured.The existence
of A's permission, however, does not appearto be an internal fact about
B. Thus we seeem to be providedwith a straightforwardcounterexample
to internalism. This conclusion is too hasty, however, for there are at
least two ways in which an internalist might try to meet the objection
(other than rejecting the relevance of A's permission). First, it might be
claimed that although the existence of A's permissionis an external fact,
there is an internal fact about B that correspondsto it: the fact that B
acted with A's permission. If this is indeed a legitimate internal fact,
attention to it should enable the internalist to sort out the various cases
appropriately.(Or perhapsone could make do with the internalfact about
B that he took himself to be acting with A's permission.) Second, one
might modify internalism. Rather than claiming that B's liability must
depend solely upon internalfacts aboutB, one might hold that B's liability
to A must depend solely upon internalfacts about the relation that holds
between B and A. Since A's having permittedB's act would be an internal
fact about the relationbetween the two, such a modifiedinternalistcould
recognize the relevance of this fact to B's liability.
I do not know whether either of these possibilitiescould be adequately
defended. (Nor is it clear whether the second alternativewould be compatible with Thomson's argument.) Examining these responses, however-not to mention consideringother possible objections and replieswould obviously require a fuller account of internalism than we have
room to develop here. As a consequence, I am simply going to avoid
taking a position on whether or not internalismis true.
However, even if we leave the issue of the truth of internalism unresolved, the fact remains that Thomson'sargumentappealsto internalism
without defending it. Yet in the absence of such a defense, it seems
plausible to think that Thomson's argument merely begs the question.
That is, I believe that Thomson's use of internalism begs the question
against one who denies that causality is necessary for liability.
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The denial that causality is necessary for liabilityis, of course, compatible with a variety of alternativeviews about what liability actually
requires. It is not possible to survey more than a few such alternative
views here; but these should, I think, suffice to show that Thomson's
unsupportedappeal to internalismis illegitimate.
Consider,first, the view of one who holds that when A has been injured
against his will (perhaps by C, who has since died), A is entitled to seek
compensationfromB by virtueof B's greaterwealth. Such a personmight
well hold that were A uninjured he would have no claim on B's funds,
but since he has in fact been injured, he is entitled to seek the cost of
damages from the wealthierB. On this view, B's liabilitydepends, in part,
on whether or not A has been injured by some third party. But this fact
aboutA's injury is surely not an internalfact about B. Thus, on this view,
B's liabilitypartlyturns on an external fact; that is, the view involves the
rejection of internalism.Therefore,obviouslyenough, it would simply be
begging the question to attempt to refute this view by assuming iiiternalism without defending it.
As a second possibility, consider the view of one who holds that if A
has been injured against his will (perhaps by C, who has since died), he
is entitled to seek compensationfromB by virtueof B's having negligently
performedan act that ran a great risk of injuring A. (Perhaps B and C
performedsimilarrisky acts, but throughmere chance C's act caused an
injury, while B's act did not.) Such a person might well hold that had A
not been injured he would not be entitled to seek funds from B, but since
he was injured, he is entitled to seek the cost of damages from the
negligent B. On this second view, as with the first, B's liabilityturns in
part on an external fact about A's injury. Thus this view, too, involves
the rejection of internalism,and Thomson'sfailureto defend internalism
means that her argument begs the question against it.
Both of these views agree with Thomson that A's being entitled to seek
compensation depends in part on his having been injured. Since they
deny that causalityis necessaryforliability,however,the dispute between
Thomson and these views partlycomes down to the question of whether
the external fact of A's having been injured by someone else can be
relevant to B's liability. Internalism, of course, would simply rule this
possibility out a priori. But that is the very reason why an undefended
assumption of internalismin an argument against these views is illegitimate.
It may be instructive to consider, as a final possibility,the view of one
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who holds that when B has negligently performeda risky act towardA,
A is entitled to seek funds from B-whether or not A has actually been
injured by B or by anyone else. It may be somewhat strained(or perhaps
even inappropriate)to speak of "compensation"here, forthere is no injury
that is being corrected. But one who holds this view may well believe
that even if B's act had injured A, this would affect only the appropriateness of the label "compensation,"and not the grounds of B's liability:
the latterwould still be groundedsimplyin the fact that B had negligently
performedthe risky act.
Notice that this view, unlike the others, does not involve the rejection
of internalism. Thus in this case, at least, Thomson's undefended assumption of internalism does not beg the question. But, unfortunately,
her argument fails here for a different reason. For one who holds this
view will deny the generaljudgment about cases of type (i). Admittedly,
in such cases, A's injury is irrelevantfor the question of whether A is
entitled to seek funds from B. But in some cases of type (i), B will have
negligently performeda risky act, and this will be sufficient to ground
B's liability.So it is false-according to the view under discussion-that
in cases of type (i) B is never liable. For similar reasons, the general
judgment about cases of type (0) will be rejected as well. Without these
generaljudgments, of course, Thomson'sargument cannot proceed. But
to assume these judgments, without more adequate defense than has
been provided,begs the question yet again.
It is also worth noting that someone who holds the view we are discussing might, in fact, attempt to defend it through an appeal to internalism. He might argue that the question of whether or not a risky act
actually results in injury-depending as it does on mere chance-is insufficiently connected to B himself to count as an internalfact. Thus, he
might insist, an adequate account of internalismwould rule out the possibilitythat causalitycan matterforliability.In short,the very assumption
of internalism, on which Thomson's argument turns, might be thought
to supportthe rejection of Thomson'sown conclusion. There is no room
to pursue this dispute here, but it should serve to underscorethe significance of Thomson's failure to providean explicit account and defense
of internalism.
It is not my intention to discuss whether any of the three views I have
just sketched are particularlyplausible;for our purposeshere that should
not matter. Thomson has attemptedto argue that causality is necessary
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for liability. I have claimed that her argument relies on premises that
would be straightforwardlyrejected by many who deny her conclusion.
In the absence of an adequatedefense of these premises, it seems to me
that Thomson's argument simply begs the question.
This is not to say that Thomson's argument is unsound. For all that I
have shown to the contrary,it might well be that Thomson's premises
are correct.But three negative conclusions still seem to be in order.First,
I take it that Thomson was trying to offer a demonstrationthat causality
is necessary for liability.That is, she was tryingto offeran argument that
would satisfy even those not alreadyconvinced of her conclusions. Given
the lack of defense of a controversialpremise, this attempt,I think, must
be judged inadequate. Second, Thomson set out to explain why causality
matters for liability. She claimed that the key to the desired explanation
could be found in the importanceof freedom of action. If my criticisms
have been correct, however, the appeal to freedom of action has been
little more than a placeholderfor the appeal to intuition. So far as I can
see, Thomson has not shown that freedom of action would play any
significant role in an explanation of why causality matters for liability.6
Finally, I have suggested that the explanation Thomson does offer actually relies most centrally on the assumption of intemalism. But internalism is obscure as well as controversial.Without an adequate account
of it, it seems to me that we have no real explanation of why causality
matters for liability.
6. Noting that it is implausibleto hold that causalityis sufficient for liability(p. iii),
Thomson suggests that "considerationsof freedomof action will take us a long way-not
merelyinto the questionwhy causalitymatters,but;also into the questionwhen and where
it does"(p. i i6). Her argument(p. I I5) is baffling,however.She suggests, plausibly,that
given A's freedomof action, if B knows he will injure A, he must buy the right to do so in
advance, if he can. She concludes, again plausibly,that if B knows he will injure A, but
due to A's absence cannot buy the right to do so in advance,he must-nonetheless-pay
for the right afterward,by compensatingA. If this is so, however, as far as I can see A's
freedomof action should equallysupportthe followingconclusion:even if B does not know
he will injure A (because B will injure A by a freak accident that B could not reasonably
have been expected to foresee), and so B justifiablyfails to buy the right to injure A in
advance,he must-nonetheless-pay forthe rightafterward,by compensatingA. YetThomson denies that B is liable in cases of this latter sort, and she mysteriouslyimplies without
explanationthat freedomof actionjustifies her judgment.
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